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Comment 

View document: 
no sheep or goats should ever be sent from state to state. they shoujld be kept in each 
state where they are raised. also none of them should be pastured on national land. 
they should be required to rent or lease private land for their grazing, not public land. we 
want wildlife on our public land, not these cattle ranchers profit animal that will be 
slaughtgered for money and greed. the scrapie has been extended by fort collins 
stupidity in originally bringing it about when they put deer in a corral where sheep had 
been raised. it has extended since that time. the people in australia even emailed to fort 
collins at the time telling then how stupid they were at fort collins. mankind causes alot 
of problems for animals with their stupidity. 
no sheep or goats should be moved from state to state. this should also apply to all 
other mammals. no deer, no cows, etc. no birds, like nj hunters want to import quail 
from georgia and they are bringing them in, bringing ga diseases with them. there 
should be no tinkering with this state to state transmission. not enough is done to be 
sure that diseases dont come with the imported animals. its enough to take care of what 
happens in your own state. nj state agencies import fish and have all kinds of fish 
diseases, probably some of which was imported. its time to stop this import/export of 
animals. or birds. or reptiles. nobodyh is doing the health testing before they move them 
and diseases are imported. the same thing happens with people when you import 
people from places like africa, china, we see the diseases that were practically wiped 
out here being rejuvenated. we need to stop this trend. certainly what is happening in 
animals is proven by what is gonig on with people.  
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